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ascend Go back in order of genealogical succession.
Some executives ascend to top level positions.

ascending The act of changing location in an upward direction.
Incomes ranked in ascending order of size.

ascent A movement upward.
The first balloon ascent was in 1783.

boost Give a boost to be beneficial to.
The singer had to be boosted onto the stage by a special contraption.

climb A mountain hill or slope that is climbed.
The book climbed to number 18 on the New York Times bestseller list.

climbing The sport or activity of climbing mountains or cliffs.
His other great interest was climbing especially in the Alps.

elevate Raise in rank or condition.
He has elevated bad taste into an art form.

elevator
A hinged flap on the tailplane of an aircraft, typically one of a pair, used to
control the motion of the aircraft about its lateral axis.
First you trim the rudder then the ailerons and finally the elevator.

escalator A stairway whose steps move continuously on a circulating belt.

high
Literal meaning being at or having a relatively great or specific elevation or
upward extension sometimes used in combinations like knee high.
The sculpture stood about five feet high.

hoist Raise or haul up.
Hoist a sail.

ladder With reference to tights or stockings develop or cause to develop a ladder.
The first time I put them on one of the stockings laddered.

lift An act of lifting.
The best way to lift nations out of poverty is through trade.
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mounting The action of mounting something.
The mounting of rapid fire guns.

precipitate A precipitated solid substance in suspension or after settling or filtering.
They were precipitated into a conflict for which they were quite unprepared.

promote Of an additive act as a promoter of a catalyst.
They are using famous personalities to promote the library nationally.

raise
Multiply a number by itself a specified number of times 8 is 2 raised to the
power 3.
We raise hogs here.

rise Rise to one s feet.
Non supervisory staff were given a 5 per cent rise.

risen Above the horizon.
The risen sun.

rising Newly come into prominence.
The Warsaw rising of 1944.

soar Fly upwards or high in the sky.
The stock market soared after the cease fire was announced.

soaring Increasing rapidly above the usual level.
The coloured trails of soaring rockets.

stairs A flight of stairs or a flight of steps.
stepladder A folding portable ladder hinged at the top.

underpin
Support (a building or other structure) from below by laying a solid foundation
below ground level or by substituting stronger for weaker materials.
The theme of honour underpinning the two books.

uphill Requiring great effort; difficult.
The journey is slightly uphill.

upstairs With respect to the mind.
An upstairs bedroom.

upward Directed up.
An upward trend in sales.

vertically In a vertical direction.
Vertically integrated companies.

zoom Cause a lens or camera to zoom in or out.
During filming it is possible to zoom.
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